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TITLE OF CASE STUDY: You Are The Controller: Kinect for Xbox 360 

 

Client: Microsoft  

Campaign: You Are The Controller 

Brand: Kinect for Xbox 360 

 
Business Situation and Campaign Objectives 

In January 2011, we were reflecting on a very successful launch for Kinect that drove all key metrics and 
resulted in sales of 8 million units in 60 days. As a result, Guinness World Records awarded Kinect for 
Xbox 360 the title of Fastest-Selling Consumer Electronics Device—outstripping sales figures for both the 
iPhone and the iPad after their respective launches, as well as for the Wii after its earlier launch in 2006. 
Coming out of this launch, we immediately needed to start planning for the next holiday season. We knew 
that, during the 2010 holiday campaign, Kinect had achieved broad awareness among all audiences. But 
we also knew that the lion’s share of sales had gone to Xbox’s traditional core gaming audiences. In 2011, 
to meet our sales goals, we needed to activate the broader audiences identified by Xbox’s segmentation as 
“Family Timers” and “Hyper Socials” to purchase the Kinect.  

 

In addition, with the holiday campaign in 2011, Xbox would be launching a number of entertainment-
based features that would start to move the brand from being just a gaming console to being a living 
room entertainment device. We needed to create awareness of these features and use them to help 
generate purchase intent for Xbox and Kinect among our broader targets. 

 

Specifically, our goals were to: 
1. Increase familiarity with Kinect among all audiences, particularly families with children in 

the household 
2. Ensure that Family Timers who own Wii understand how Kinect is different from what 

they already own 
3. Drive purchase intent for Xbox and Kinect 
4. Become the #1 selling console globally 

 
Research Story 
We started with consumer research.  Partnering with the Xbox clients, we conducted a series of “jam 
sessions” in Los Angeles, London, and Paris in February and March 2011. The jam sessions were three-
hour workshop-style sessions of 24–30 participants each, totaling 177 people in 7 nights. The objective 
was first to understand what the barriers were to interest in Kinect, and then to investigate a classic 
strategic question: Would it be more effective to take a rational or emotional approach to marketing 
Kinect? Would it be better to try to tackle the barriers head-on, or to go beyond the barriers and engage 
consumers with a higher-level, more emotional message about Kinect? 
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Within each jam session we had break-out sessions, where we split respondents into three separate 
groups: 

 Motion Intenders (with and without consoles): Families with children under 18 at home, who did 
not own an Xbox 360 with Kinect or other motion gaming system but intended to buy one in the 
near future. 

 Family Timers with Wii: Families with children under 18 at home, who currently own a Wii and 
use it for family entertainment. This audience represented a critical opportunity for Xbox, as over 
60% of our Family Timer target already owned a Wii. We had to convince them not only that our 
offering was interesting, but that it was both better than and different from what they already 
had. 

 Social Core and Hyper Social Core Gamers:   Younger individuals who put a high importance on 
gaming in their lives.   They own current current-generation consoles, often more than one.    

 

This methodology allowed us to both see the big picture and understand the key issues for each target. 

 

In our initial discussions, we were looking to identify barriers to purchase of Xbox 360 and Kinect. While 
some of the barriers were expected, “Video games are too violent,” and “I’m afraid my kids will get 
addicted to video games,” there were others that posed a more difficult challenge. 

 

Among many Family Timers, what we heard was “I don’t need another motion gaming device. I’m happy 
with what we have already (Wii).” We had hoped that, with the launch of Kinect in the months prior to 
the research, these consumers would have started to see that Kinect was different from what they had, 
and that it was better than the Wii experience, which was still using a controller-based technology. But 
instead, what we found was that, although there was broad awareness of Kinect, the overall 
perception among consumers was that Kinect was a “Wii copycat.”   

 

To further complicate the matter, we saw that although awareness was high, there was a lot of confusion 
and misinformation in the marketplace about what Kinect was and how it worked. 

 

“You need to put sensors all over your body.” 

“Kinect is a plug-in for the Wii.” 

“It has not been released to the public yet.” 

“It doesn’t work if anyone is behind you.” 

“It’s only for little kids.” 
 

These barriers were significant. We found that getting around the confusion and misinformation 
would require some education in the marketplace—a more rational solution. We needed to create 
some communications that focused on what Kinect was and how it worked. We saw that creating demo-
based communications that emphasized the full-body motion and voice control experiences could go a 
long way toward better explaining the Kinect to many Motion Intenders and to the core. We also realized 
that our voice-controlled functionality was critical in differentiating our products. 

 

But the specific challenge of getting Family Timer Wii owners to understand how Kinect was different 
was more difficult to solve. They felt that Kinect was only an incremental change from what they already 
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had, and it wasn’t worth walking away from the significant investment they had already made in their 
Wii—the console, accessories, and titles. 
 
We tried exploring a number of different solutions with these consumers, only to discover that they 
didn’t work. For example: 

 We tried talking about how popular experiences with the Wii, like dance or sports games, were 
different with Xbox and Kinect, but we found that regardless of how exciting the example was, 
it felt like old news. Families could already do those things on the Wii, and Kinect seemed only 
incrementally different. 

 When we compared the Xbox 360 with Kinect to the Wii, it actually further confused the issue, 
cementing Kinect as “Wii for the Xbox” instead of communicating that it was different and 
better. 

 

Interestingly, we found that for this group, the solution was less about education and more about 
inspiration. When we tried talking about things that consumers were going to be able to do with Kinect 
in the near future, things that people at Xbox and elsewhere were already doing, they began to really see 
the difference between Kinect and Wii. It helped them to understand how Kinect might offer a better 
game experience, but more importantly, it made them feel different about Xbox and Kinect. It started to 
feel less like another “game” and more like a magical piece of technology that was allowing them to 
experience the future. When we did this, we started to hear Wii owners talking about how Kinect was 
different and better than the Wii they already had at home. 

 
In the end, to overcome the barriers we had to employ both a rational and emotional strategy. We needed 
to tell a very clear story about what Kinect was and how it worked. But this would only solve part of our 
problem. For families who owned a Wii, we needed to tell an emotional story that made them feel that 
Kinect was a like a piece of the future that they could have in their homes today.  
 
Our creative had to hold both of these messages. 

 
Campaign Description 

In executing on these learnings, we had to decide how to put these messages together—whether we 
should combine them to include both a demo of how the Kinect worked and an emotional message in 
each piece of communication, or if we should separate them and have some communications focused on 
the “how” and some focused on the “wow” of what Kinect could do. 

 

In the end, we chose the latter. We started by creating a series of product demos that showed both the 
gaming and entertainment experiences that Xbox 360 with Kinect could now offer. These ranged from 
spots and dance games to voice-controlled movie and search experiences. 

 

Then we were able to leverage a unique story to tell the more emotional “wow” of Kinect that took us 
well beyond these more traditional gaming and entertainment demos and shone a spotlight on something 
truly special that was happening with Kinect. 
 
Almost as soon as the Kinect had launched, programmers began writing software to use the device to 
create everything from digital hand puppets to Kinect-enabled virtual air guitars. We decided to take 
these innovations and celebrate them in our communications. We created a spot that showed how Kinect 
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would transform the way we experience music and learning, but also how it could give us new ways to do 
things like disarm bombs and practice medicine. This spot, called “Kinect Effect,” inspires viewers to 
imagine what a future with Kinect will be like, and also invites them to invent it. 
 
Finally, we worked with Xbox to launch the spot at the same times as their announcement that they were 
going to release a full commercial SDK (software development kit) for Kinect, inviting businesses to use 
Kinect technology to create the future themselves. The Kinect Effect wasn’t just an ad—it became a living, 
breathing program that will integrate motion and voice control into every facet of our lives. 

 
This research and strategic thinking moved Kinect out of the world of gaming and entertainment, and 
into the world of the future. It encouraged Xbox to embrace the fascinating applications that ordinary 
consumers were inventing with Kinect, and to celebrate them. 
 
Pre-Testing with MetrixLab showed that among all audiences, this campaign actually did best among 
Family Timers with Wii.  For both the core and Family Timers with Wii, the “how” and the “wow” 
components both scored significantly higher than the norm for the top 20% of all ads tested in the 
MetrixLab database against Brand Action (More Interested, Intention to Use) and Attention (Average 
Viewing Time, Watched Completely). Kinect Effect in particular scored the highest of all of the ads among 
Family Timers with Wii against both Likeability and Differentiation (Different From Other Ads, Never 
Seen It Before). (MetrixLab Kinect Holiday Campaign Performance Assessment & Learnings, January 
2012.) 
 

 
Business Results 
The campaign launched in the week of October 17 with the launch of Kinect Sports Season 2 and Dance 
Central 2. The spots for Disneyland Adventures and the voice-activated entertainment features launched 
on Black Friday. 
 
Kinect Effect was released on October 30, 2011. This approach to talking about Kinect showed immediate 
positive results and has taken the discussion about Kinect well outside of core gaming circles. In 10 
weeks, the spot has had almost 4,000,000 YouTube views, and has sparked significant social media 
discussion and press coverage. 
 
Kinect familiarity and purchase intent reached their highest levels ever this holiday in both the U.S. and 
France. 

 
The campaign went on to exceed goals in key countries: 
 

1. Increase familiarity with Kinect among all audiences, particularly families with children 
in the household. 

There were strong increases in Familiarity, particularly among Family Timers in the U.S. and in 
France. Since early September, we have double-digit growth in driving Kinect Familiarity—
in the U.S. +18 pts. and in France +12 pts. In the U.S., Familiarity grew to 59% vs. goal of 52%, 
and in France to 48% vs. goal of 42%. (GFK IEB Brand Tracker.) 

 
2. Ensure that all audiences understand how Kinect is different from other motion gaming 

products. 
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The MetrixLab assessment of Kinect Effect showed that unaided message takeaway from 
Kinect Effect was “Innovative—what’s next.” And that the X-Men Voice Search ad strongly 
communicated voice-control. These two messages were key in communicating the product 
features and vision that make Kinect different from Wii. (MetrixLab Kinect Holiday Campaign 
Performance Assessment & Learnings, January 2012.) 

 

 
3. Drive purchase intent for Xbox and Kinect for Family Timers. 

Family Timer purchase intent in key markets met or exceeded goals. 
U.S. reached 8% vs. goal of 8%. 
UK reached 10% vs. goal of 7%. 
Germany reached 8% vs. goal of 6%. 
(GFK IEB Brand Tracker.) 

 
4. Become the #1 selling console globally. 

2011 was the biggest sales year in Xbox history. We had our biggest single day of Black Friday 
sales, with 800,000 consoles sold on that day alone, and our biggest holiday sales ever. Xbox 
ended 2011 as the best-selling current-generation console in the U.S., outselling the second-
place console by more than 2.7 million units. The strong December capped an impressive 
year during which Xbox 360 also became the number-one selling console globally. (NPD Group, 
December 2011.)  
 
This success challenges the convention in the market that assumes that after several years in 
the console lifecycle there is a softening of demand. Xbox 360 has defied that convention by re-
imagining entertainment and delivering new technologies like Kinect with the current console.  
 

 
 

 

 


